When creating the home of your dreams the hardest part is often to get all the details just right. You may have a clear idea of what you want, but it can be a challenge to keep the big picture in mind while you emerge yourself in all the small details. *living design®* thermostats are designed to match your life and to bring you one step closer to your dream. The timeless lines, the beautiful aesthetics and the simple functionality of the thermostats will enhance any design radiator or towel rail, or blend seamlessly in with their surroundings. Add to this the flexibility of the Danfoss X-tra Collection™ and the home of your dreams is one detail closer to completion.

**Designer radiator thermostats**
for designer homes

4 styles
to choose from.
Combine the beauty and simplicity of *living design®* with the flexibility of the Danfoss X-tra Collection™ and get the perfect match for your home.
Design at its core. No more, no less.

We all want a perfect home with the right balance of style and personality. The design objects we use in our everyday life tell something about who we are, and they express how we feel about quality, purpose and aesthetics. living design® thermostats are designed for and to your life. Their timeless design is the perfect finishing touch or the feature that makes a beautiful room complete.

living design® thermostats are the essence of great design; simple in form and function, built with care and dedication and great looking in any environment. Add to this that they work with all types of design radiators or towel rails in combination with the X-tra Collection™, and you will understand why living design® is truly great design at its core. No more, no less.

A great design works, it pleases the eye and requires only the attention you want to give it.
"living design® is created to celebrate the simplicity of life. To do one thing and to do it great. It is not back to basics. It is a simpler way of living."

– Stig Andreasson, Danfoss

Designed with a purpose

Stig Andreasson of Danfoss was part of the group that created the living design® and X-tra Collection™ series, and he is still proud of the result today. "It feels great knowing that we created a timeless design with lasting appeal that makes a small, but important difference in many homes." The design process itself was very thorough and included interviews with architects from different countries and a large internal analysis: "All our studies confirmed that our initiate design philosophy was right. Keep it as simple as possible, but not simpler. And therefore we focused immensely on creating a very stringent, clean but personal design that would mirror the technical craftsmanship and quality inside." Stig is not alone in his enthusiasm. Over the years, living design® and X-tra Collection™ have won several design awards and is widely recognized for the unique design.

For more information on living design* visit heating.danfoss.com
Your home. Your style. Your taste. Why compromise?

Whether renovating, re-building or simply just upgrading a room, you want flexible design that suits your life. The keyword is flexibility, and with the Danfoss X-tra Collection™ this is exactly what you get.

The Danfoss X-tra Collection™ ensures that all living design® thermostats fit any design radiator or towel rail – even those with unusual surfaces. At the same time, the exquisite colors and finishes match any type of environment – from classic living rooms to futuristic bathrooms. This way you can have the same high quality thermostats throughout your entire home without having to compromise due to lack of matching components or connectors.

The entire Danfoss X-tra Collection™ is thus made with one purpose in mind: To give you the flexibility to have it your way.

Simplicity on the outside, 70 years of experience inside.

Having worked with home owners and professionals all over the world for more than 70 years, we know the importance of form and function.

A Danfoss thermostat is the direct result of our craftsmanship, care and dedication. And it is created from our knowledge about your specific needs and wants. This is your guarantee for flawless performance on the inside to match the timeless design on the outside.
For every radiator or towel rail there is a matching set of valves to create the perfect balance between design and efficiency. The entire X-tra Collection™ is available as individual parts as well as complete sets with thermostat, valves and all necessary components included. All thermostats are created with the accuracy, reliability and craftsmanship you expect from a Danfoss product. And with valves for both standard connections and 50 mm connections, you will always have a perfect match for your radiator or towel rail.

The perfect match
Be **inspired** and create your own style

Your imagination is the most important tool when it comes to creating the perfect home. Be inspired and get one step closer to your dream.
See the entire living design® series and X-tra Collection™ at heating.danfoss.com
Need help to find the right solution for your home?

Contact your local installer

Your local Danfoss installer is a trusted guide, if you need inspiration or help to choose the right solution for your home. Learn more about your possibilities or get the answer for any question you may have.

Or explore our website for a full overview

Go to our website to see the complete selection of living design® and X-tra Collection™. Learn about product features, compare colors and find the styles that match your vision of a perfect home.

► heating.danfoss.com